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Inside an opulent residence in Paradise Valley, Arizona, a fusion of

luxury and rustic elegance with stone and wood accents dancing

against the arid backdrop, creating a home that transcends

construction, designed by architects Brendan and Jillian Nader of

Modern Nest. With an English Country interior, cathedral-style

vaulted ceilings, and enchanting courtyards, each detail is a

brushstroke of passion, inviting immersion in a haven where

sophistication meets nature.

Danryan Studio & Kate Bohannan Studio



Café™ Professional Series 30" Smart Built-In Convection French-
Door Double Wall Oven
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In my deep appreciation for farmhouses, the country style holds
a special love. It carries a storied history and emanates a
comforting warmth, the very essence of coziness. The gabled
fronted dormers, with their architectural grace, are particularly
captivating—introducing a gable design to your home is a game-
changer. It invites you into a space where the past seamlessly
blends with modern comforts. Each corner tells a tale, and every
detail, from the earthy hues to the architectural elements,
contributes to an atmosphere that feels both timeless and
inviting. This isn't just a house; it's a sanctuary where history and
enduring comfort beautifully converge

The Desert & The  Country
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ELEGANT
DESERT

THIS WEEK'S INTERIOR TRENDS #57

Limestone bricks and beige stucco texture the
facade, invoking the sun-warmed earth. Within,
cream walls and wooden beams create a canvas of
serenity, while the tactile allure of linen sofas and
throws invites tactile connection. Leather chairs
exude sophistication, and woven outdoor chairs
celebrate natural craftsmanship. Black stone and
marble punctuate the design, grounding it with a
touch of contemporary elegance. Frosted glass
introduces a soft translucence, enhancing the play
of light. Traditional rugs weave a narrative of time,
grounding the space with patterns that echo the rich
heritage of the desert.



ENGLISH COUNTRY IN THE DESERT EDITION 57

ARID
COUNTRYSIDE



Located in the picturesque Paradise Valley of Arizona, the real estate scene is a splendid fusion of
opulence and serenity. This amazing home blends luxury with the rustic charm of the
surroundings, showcasing a captivating marriage of stone and wood accents against the arid
backdrop.

ARID
COUNTRYSIDE

EDITION  57



Imagine a secluded haven, a luxurious retreat concealed amidst the sprawling countryside.
It is adorned with unique touches of luxury that transform it into mesmerizing creations. A
central gable-style section, reminiscent of a rustic barn, injects character, while authentic
red clay roof tiles contribute Santa Barbara-esque elegance. The thoughtfully designed
layout, complete with charming courtyards, radiates warmth, inviting a sense of familial
belonging.
The interior, named English Country, envelops the dwelling in an embrace of warmth.
Creamy walls and wooden beams create a backdrop, complemented by abundant natural
light streaming through strategically placed windows. Neutral palettes and earthy tones
dominate, creating an atmosphere reminiscent of a stately manor. Cathedral-style vaulted
ceilings adorned with reclaimed wood beams add a touch of grandeur to the living spaces.
Plush, natural upholstered sofas and traditional rugs in lighter hues impart a sense of
coziness, while dark wood furniture paired with light fabrics strikes a perfect equilibrium.
The courtyards are a marvel, with a centrally placed imported stone bowl fountain evoking
the ambiance of a traditional European estate. The poolside oasis, a true gem, features an
elevated pool adorned with the same stone bricks, occupying a substantial portion of the
expansive garden. Pool chaises surround it, creating an idyllic retreat within the property.
Entering this haven, one is transported into a realm of refined elegance. The ambiance
echoes that of a storybook manor, with each element meticulously curated to evoke
sophistication and natural splendor. From the soft linens and natural fibers to the
harmonious blend of stone, clay, marble, and glass, every detail contributes to the seamless
cohesion of design elements.
In the heart of Paradise Valley, these residences are not merely constructions but timeless
masterpieces that transcend architecture. Welcome to the epitome of desert luxury, where
every detail is a brushstroke of passion and purpose, inviting you to immerse yourself in a
setting where sophistication meets the beauty of the arid terrain. 
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Country
Freshness

KITCHEN
INSIDE MAGAZINE

insideinteriors.online

The kitchen emanates a perfect synthesis of sophistication and warmth, exuding a
quintessential country charm. Dark, rich wood counters set a tone of elegance, seamlessly
merging with a captivating kitchen dining area. Modernity intertwines with tradition
through frosted glass and aged brass schoolhouse lanterns illuminating the dining table,
complementing the kitchen island's dark stone top and mahogany frame, which
ingeniously incorporates smart storage design. The stove area is a culinary focal point,
embraced by an arched enclave featuring a unique cloudy white marble backsplash. The
richness deepens with gold traditional faucets, a striking dark blue sideboard, and a
display cabinet with vertical plate storage sleeves and a shelf for candles and frames. The
scullery, adorned in a dark olive mix with black and white checkerboard tiling, imparts a
distinctive country allure, creating a kitchen that's both mature and inviting.
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Inside 
STYLE

T H E  
C A T A L O G U E

INSIDE GUIDE #57



COUNTRY
Mood



LIVING
STYLE

INSIDE TRENDS #57

RAYA CHAIR / BURKE DECOR

GEZST END TABLE /  STUDIO NORDHAVEN  

Velvety feel fabric armchairchair with curved base 

Dark Mahogany 3 Leg end table

BISHOP TASK FLOOR LAMP /  1ST DIBS
Blackened-steel hand-spun shade & brushed-brass curved neck

SANTIAGO FABRIC SOFA / CRATE & BARREL
White linen fabric modern sofa with soft seating 



LOUNGE
STYLE

INSIDE TRENDS #57

ARABELLA SWIVEL CHAIR / LAYLA GRAYCE

WAVE COFFEE TABLE / ARTERIORS

Bungalow style contemporary swivel chair 

Beige scallop edge waved constructed table

GEMMA COLLECTION RUG / LOLOI RUGS 
Power-loomed of viscose and acrylic rug

WHITEWASHED TERRACOTTA POT /  MODERN NEST
Aged terracotta handmade pot



STUDY
STYLE

INSIDE TRENDS #57

MID-CENTURY DESK / WISTERIA
Mid-Century style desk with 3-drawers

BURNSIDE CHAIR / POTTERY BARN 
Mahogany frame chair with luxury fabric seating

MALVASIA LAMP / CURREY & CO.
Brass Classic French table lamp

FRENCH ARMCHAIR/  BELLE ESCAPE 
French Provincial style fabric and wood with tufted back chair



DINING
STYLE

INSIDE TRENDS #57

KEEGAN CHAIR/ ARTERIORS
Solid walnut wooden with morel leather seating

ABBY CABINET / MODERN NEST
Dark sapphire blue finish on sycamore veneers

COLOMBIER CHANDELIER / VAUGHAN DESIGNS
Asymmetrical shaped design with brass sculpted leaves 

JUNE TABLE / CRUSO
Rectangular table made out of natural oak



KITCHEN
STYLE

INSIDE TRENDS #57

MODERN SCHOOLHOUSE PENDANT / LIGHTOPIA
Bulbous frosted glass and antique brass accents

VERWOOD DINING TABLE / ONE KINGS LANE
Distressed honeycomb finish on the tabletop and sable finish base

PRINCE COUNTER STOOL / LAYLA GRAYCE
Thick circular bands of brass metal with leather seating

CAFÉ™ 48" RANGE / CAFÉ™ APPLIANCES
Smart Dual-Fuel Commercial-Style Range with 6 Burners and Griddle



BEDROOM
STYLE

INSIDE TRENDS #57

SUMIKO PEDESTAL /  PAYNES GRAY
Solid mahogany pedestal with low drawer

LORSCHEIDER CHAIR / ARTERIORS
Curved back satin walnut wood armchair

NOTTAWAY CHANDELIER / LAYLA GRAYCE
Six candle silver light with ornamented dainty ring

NOIR OWEN BED / MEADOW BLUE 
Hand carved mahogany modern monastic design bed



BATHROOM
STYLE

INSIDE TRENDS #57

MOEN FAUCET / RONA CA
Modern Luxury valve system faucet and shower

TABITHA WALL SCONCE / MEADOW BLU
Aged Brass and decorative clear glass wall sconce

LUXE MIRROR / LULU AND GEORGIA
Gold foiled modern French mirror

PORTOLA SOAKING TUB / VINTAGE TUB & BATH
Modern Traditional sustainable resin material soaking tub



The Colombier Chandelier by Vaughan Designs epitomizes
luxury with solid cast brass components meticulously silver-
soldered onto mottled brass tubing. This exquisite piece
offers a choice of finishes, including brass, bronze, nickel, or
a chalk white painted finish. Its defining feature lies in its
asymmetrical design, adorned with hand-applied sculpted
leaves on a textured metal frame. The brass-textured frame
harmoniously complements the sculpted leaves encircling
each of the seven light fittings, creating a stunning interplay
of craftsmanship and design. The Colombier Chandelier
stands as a testament to Vaughan Designs' commitment to
elegance and meticulous detailing in lighting design.

EDITOR’S
PICK

INSIDE TRENDS #57



Elegant
Serenity

OUTDOOR
INSIDE MAGAZINE

insideinteriors.online

The outdoor of the residence unfolds with a seamless mix of reclaimed limestone,
stucco, and cedar siding, creating an inviting facade. A centerpiece is the reclaimed
limestone fountain, surrounded by European-favorite silvery-green-leaved olive trees
and traditional oak trees, providing both privacy and lush greenery. The outdoor space
boasts an inviting dining area for al fresco meals on cool days and warm evenings. The
country-inspired architecture is complemented by five distinct seating areas, including
two fireplaces, a fire pit, and a luxurious pool.
Picture mornings where the first light gently bathes the reclaimed limestone, creating a
tranquil ambiance. Silvery-green olive trees sway in the morning breeze, offering a sense
of serenity. As the evening sun sets, the outdoor space transforms into a haven for al
fresco dining. The fireplaces and fire pit cast a warm glow, inviting residents to unwind
and savor the enchanting beauty of the desert-country-inspired outdoor living area.
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OUTDOOR
STYLE

INSIDE TRENDS #57

DELMAR OUTDOOR DINING CHAIR / FOUR HANDS
Weathered grey teak frames woven with ivory rope

ASHMORE SIDE TABLE / LAYLA GRAYCE

FSC® Teak outdoor chaise 
RAYLAN CHAISE / POTTERY BARN

Natural reinforced concrete structure with two-tone metallic finishes

MONICA WOVEN OUTDOOR CHAIR / MODERN NEST
Stinson White Olefin & Polyethylene woven chair
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BREEZE
SUMMER COLLECTION

INFO@LEPANGLUXURYINTERIORS.COM



L U X U R Y  I N T E R I O R S

LEPANG
S E T T I N G  T H E  S T A N D A R D

residential  |   commercial   |  hospitality



L U X U R Y  I N T E R I O R S

LEPANG

Arah



LEPANG FERGUSON

www.lepangluxuryinteriors.com

Becoming a Creative
Maestro & Unveiling the
Symphony of Design

Inside my world, I'm not just a designer, artist, or author; I'm
the curator of dreams, an architect of emotions, and a
storyteller in every stroke. My journey through the vast canvas
of the lifestyle industry started with graphic design and
product development, but it was my love for interior and
industrial design that sparked my soul. I've finally carved my
niche, crafting collections that speak the language of luxury
and lifestyle. Join me on this vibrant odyssey where creativity
knows no bounds, and every creation is a masterpiece of
passion and purpose. Welcome to the kaleidoscopic world of
Lepang Ferguson.



REDEFINING 
LUXURY LIVING

@ I N S I D E I N T E R I O R S M A G


